
Cover idea (rough sketch).  
Bright colors.  
Author name in  
perspective (shadows) 
on patterned floor.



Notes: 

There are 8 interconnected fantasy mazes with seek-n-find items and a recurring 
penguin character (yet to be drawn in). Items to be searched for can be changed, added 
to, etc; most are not put in the art yet.   

Need a starter page after title page, leading into 1st maze (see B&W rough) with brief 
“instructions.” Each maze is connected to the previous one on the left side and into the 
next one on the right. Some of the paths or connections on the right and left sides are 
not yet drawn in (or not drawn to match up) because we may change sequences; then 
the connecting path’s color may change or position on the right and/or left may slightly 
shift.  

If Z on A-Z maze is last color spread, the path after Z (upper right) can be removed. 
B&W answer keys in back for maze solve, penguin location, and to note the items you 
find.  

If more mazes need to be added, I have ideas for several others. See Proposal.





Escher was a 20th Century Dutch artist who made 
fantasical paintings with outrageous perspectives.

M

Work your way from upper left to the lower right exit path. 
Find a penguin, 3 balloons, a parrot, and an alligator.

AFTER 
 ESCHER



Wander through the Magic Forest from the left to the 

right exit path. Along the way look for a toucan, a snail,
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a rabbit, a giraffe, a treehouse, 2 zebras, a penguin,

a pineapple, a dragon, a unicorn, and a rat.
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Climb up the ladder on the lower left and work your way 
across the Steampunk Wall to the slide on the right.

Find a clown, 3 monkeys, a water jar and a pool,

a snake, a jaguar, a penguin, and a sloth.



Land  
of

the Sweets

Enter The Land of the Sweets on the left, and travel 

through to the right side exit. Along the way, look for

a gingerbread house, 3 banana boats, 6 candy canes, 

a lollipop forest, a strawberry cake, and a penguin.



TRI- 
LEVEL

Enter on the lower level, and travel up and down the 

Tri-Level. Exit to the right on the second level. Look for

a guy with 3 balloons, a guitar player, a trumpet 
player, 5 ladders, a cat, a penguin, and a monkey.



Travel through Fairy-Tale Land to the path out. Check 

out Gulliver, the old woman in the shoe, a penguin, the

princess and the frog, Jack’s beanstalk, Humpty Dumpty, 

a gingerbread house, a pumpkin coach, and Rapunzel.



6 bedrooms, 

Tunnel Town

Come into Tunnel Town by the yellow path on the left. 
Explore the town by stairs, elevator, subway, and canoe. 

Find the library, 3 kitchens, 6 bedrooms, 3 canoes, 2 
subway cars, 4 bathrooms, a penguin, and a treehouse.



SUPER 
FUTURE

From the red platform on the left, jump into a car and drive 

through the Super Future to the red platform on the right.

Find the guy with 3 balloons, 3 cats, 2 space-age 

motorcycles, a penguin, and a yellow school bus.



Santa Claus, Pegasus, witch on a broom, a flying rug, a 
blimp, a flying saucer, a penguin, 3 kites, 2 helicopters.

“Up in the Air!” Take off and loop-the-loop! Parachute 
down and balloon back up. Hang glide down! Find



A to Z 
Maze

Enter the path on the left and go through the alphabet 

from A to Z. Along the way, find and count 3 cats,

a clown, 2 monkeys, a guy with 3 balloons, an artist,

a penguin, a snake, a guitar player, and a giant mouse.



Answer pages: There may be more than one way or path to solve the maze. This shows the shortest way. Items to find are circled (some are not drawn in yet!)
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